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There are many sources to capture physician feedback, but
few dive deep into topics that matter most to physicians and
hospitals. Our Physician Pain Points™ surveys aim to gather
physician input to improve hospital-physician relations in a costeffective manner.

Getting Engaged
Our Physician Pain Points™ studies cover meaningful topics and
introduce innovative survey methodologies. Your participation
empowers you and other healthcare leaders with fresh and
substantive insights to inform strategic decision making.

We provide summary data at no charge to healthcare leaders, and
charge a nominal fee for access to complete data sets for each
survey. Our fees range from $1,500 to $10,000 depending on the
level of customized questions and/reporting.
www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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LOCAL FOCUS

Medical Societies are Gathering Voice of the Physician…

Key Questions for Physician-Hospital Relations:
• What are physicians’ current satisfaction levels with local
hospitals?
• How likely are physicians to recommend a particular
hospital? (Net Promoter Scores)
• How do local hospitals compare in their performance?

• What is the equity of each healthcare system brand?
• How satisfied are physicians with specific aspects of their
experience?
•
•
•
•

Quality of Medical Care
Hospital Policy and Administration
Medical Staff Issues
Electronic Medical Records

• What are the key drivers of overall satisfaction?
• Participant profiles
Harris County is the largest local
medical society in the country

http://www.endeavormgmt.com/physician-pain-points-hospital-relations/

•
•
•
•

Specialty
Employment Status (hospital or individual)
Length of time in market
Number of years practicing medicine

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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DATA IS A CATALYST
…And Stimulating Conversations
http://www.tmc.edu/news/2018/02/physicians-ratesatisfaction-level-for-houston-hospitals/

Contact us to work with your local medical societies and subscribe
to this data.

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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DEEPER INSIGHTS ABOUT ACCESS

Doctors Form Consensus Around Key Issues

Key Questions for Access:
• What are physician’s current attitudes related to
access?
• What specifically about access creates pain points?
• What are the real priorities around those pain
points?
• What specifically drives them to refer?
• What examples do physicians hold out as doing a
good job at managing access?
• Participant profiles
This study opened the conversation with over 250 community
physicians representing primary care and specialties across the country.
Using open-ended questions, the pain points and potential solutions
academic medical centers and healthcare systems can deploy are
revealed.
http://www.endeavormgmt.com/physician-pain-points-access/

• Specialty
• Employment Status (hospital or individual)
• Number of years practicing medicine

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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WHAT STILL MATTERS

Wait Times, Insurance; Liaisons and EMR, but Other Factors Emerge

Contact us to access the free summary infographic or subscribe to
the cost-effective data set.

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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MARCOM BENCHMARKING

Designed by Healthcare Leaders…for Healthcare Leaders

Key Questions for MarCom Benchmarking:
• Key profile data to establish peer groups – institution
size and areas supported by marketing
communications
• Competitive situations for each institution for
comparison
• Overall budgets and distribution of such between
staff and media
This study now includes almost 50
organizations, most of which are
nationally-ranked. Co-sponsored
with Cleveland Clinic and 4 other
institutions.

www.endeavormgmt.com/marcom-benchmarking-healthcare/

• Detailed breakdown of where resources are placed
each year

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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MARCOM BENCHMARKING
Where Do You Stand?

Contact us to contribute your data (free) or access the complete
dashboard (only $5,000 per year).

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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PARTICIPANTS

A Nationally Representative Sample of Healthcare Care

Sponsors

*Steering Committee

Avera Health
Beaumont Health
Cleveland Clinic*
Duke Health*
Emory Healthcare
Henry Ford Health System
Indiana University Health
Intermountain Healthcare*
Jefferson
Johns Hopkins Medicine
Mayo Clinic*
MD Anderson Cancer Center
OHSU (Oregon Health &
Science University)
Penn Medicine
Scripps Health*
Stanford Health Care
The Ohio State University
Texas Children's
University of Colorado Health
Wexner Medical Center

Participants
AMITA Health
Baptist Health of Northeast Florida
Boston Children's
Boston Medical Center
Dana Farber-Harvard
Greater Hudson Valley Health
System
Inova
Jackson Health System
Methodist Health System
Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare
National Jewish Health
Nebraska Medicine
Piedmont Healthcare
Roswell Park Cancer Institute

Temple Health
The Ottawa Hospital
ThedaCare
Truman Medical Center
Tufts Medical Center
UC Health
UC San Diego Health
UCLA Health
UnityPoint Health
University Health System
University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences
University of Iowa Health Care
University of Utah Health
University of Vermont Medical
Center
UW Medicine

www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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OUR DASHBOARDS

Real-time Integration of Disparate Data
Take Big Data to Big Impact

Leveraging our history of over 60 years in marketing research, we have created technology-enabled tools to help capture voice of the market, customer and employee. Our
Insights360 solution will allow you to place listening posts at high priority touchpoints providing you with a 360 degree view of your key stakeholders and influencers. Built on
the Salesforce.com platform, you can integrate real-time feedback with operational data for reporting insight within the context of the business environment. In addition, you
can incorporate CRM to monitor, track and respond to positive and negative feedback all within the same system. Finally, a single platform for capturing feedback, tracking
customer service trends, responding/service recovery and measuring your relationship with your customers.

Physician360

Patient360

Marketing360

Armed with customer experience insights, Gelb leads CRM design teams to develop systems that meet workflow and business reporting needs; all aimed to enhance the
customer experience. This includes a careful examination of end-user needs, identification of operationally critical information, workflow enhancements and data schema.
Our requirements documentation can be used for your own programming, with other vendors, or for quality control and training.
Take Big Data to Big Impact. Our Insights360 solution will take your program to the next level. Going beyond data integration, we work with you to establish a solid
measurement program that is in alignment with your business goals and strategy.
We help you identify what data matters most, streamline the process of data integration, then create visually rich dashboards and data visualizations to help you socialize and
share insights with your stakeholders.
www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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ABOUT GELB CONSULTING
Healthcare market leaders and challengers turn to Gelb Consulting to advance their strategic objectives. We
work collaboratively with our clients to merge market insights and industry expertise to design and implement
practical strategies. Our clients keep coming back to us not only for a near-term game plan, but as a long-term
trusted partner.
Understanding the What and the Why
Our approach yields direction for our clients to drive advocacy – customers willing to go out of their way to
recommend you. This is formed by the alignment of your brand’s promise, your delivery of services and how
they are delivered. These create the ideal experience.

We believe that market leadership is based on a keen understanding of the underlying drivers of your customers
– whether they be patients, families, referring physicians, donors or employees. Since our founding in 1965, we
have continued to innovate identifying industry-leading best practices and deploying the latest research
techniques to support our clients’ success.
Making the How a Reality
This is where our experience comes in. Our clients include many of the most recognized and well-regarded
healthcare organizations in the country, with a focus the most complex - academic medical centers. We bring
best practices and success to the table.
In addition, our seasoned consultants have been in your shoes, having decades of experience serving in
leadership positions within healthcare organizations. We understand the challenges of navigating the most
challenging of situations – from competitive environments to resource constraints. We work with you to
implement practical strategies to accelerate business performance at a pace that’s manageable for your
organization.
www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare
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THANK YOU
We look forward to working with you

Contact
www.endeavormgmt.com/healthcare

800-846-4051

950 Echo Lane, Suite 200, Houston, TX 77024

info@gelbconsulting.com

@GelbConsulting

www.linkedin.com/gelbconsulting

